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69,71Ga NMR in the kagomélattice compound SrCr92xGa31xO19
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We report the NMR site assignment of69,71Ga in thekagome´ lattice compound SrCr92xGa31xO19, and
discuss the couplings of the different Ga nuclei with Cr moments. We find that Ga(4e) is dominantly coupled
to the triangular plane, and Ga(4f ) is coupled to both thekagome´ and triangular planes. The low-temperature
behavior of the NMR signal in SrCr8Ga4O19 suggests that a slowing down of some spin degrees of freedom
occurs first on thekagome´ plane.@S0163-1829~98!03717-5#
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Recently the compound SrCr92xGa31xO19 @SCGO(x)#
has been receiving considerable attention as a model sy
for antiferromagnetic spins on thekagome´ lattice.1–3 How-
ever, its crystal structure is not purekagome´ since it has
Cr31 ions ~of spin 3/2! occupying bothkagome´ @Cr(12k)#
and triangular@Cr(2a),Cr(4f )# layers,4,5 as shown in Fig. 1.
Moreover, some Ga ions occupy the Cr(4f ) and Cr(12k)
layers forx.0 (x50 is not stable!.4 Nevertheless, SCGO i
considered to be a good example of akagome´ system be-
cause~i! the nonmagnetic Ga impurities are expected no
impact considerably the physical properties of thekagome´
net,6 ~ii ! the system shows two-dimensional character
demonstrated by neutron scattering,5 and ~iii ! the superex-
change coupling on the triangular lattice is expected to
much weaker than on thekagome´ lattice ~the ratio of the
Cr-O length is;2 between the two layers!. In fact, the pres-
ence of two types of layers could be useful if one cou
probe them separately and compare their physical proper
As we show here, this can be done with69Ga and71Ga (I
53/2) NMR and NQR since there are two main types of
nuclei in the system: Ga(4e) which is very close to the tri-
angular planes and Ga(4f ) which is in betweenkagome´ and
triangular planes~see Fig. 1!. The main purpose of the
present work is to assign each site and nuclear spin trans
to the corresponding peak in the NMR spectrum, although
passing, we will also mention the magnetic properties
SCGO. In our next publication, these properties will be d
cussed extensively.7

The relevant part of the crystal structure is shown
Fig. 1. In the full structure the layers are stacked
follows: Cr(4f )-Cr(12k)-Cr(2a)-Cr(12k)-Cr(4f )-Cr(4f )
-Cr(12k), etc. The Ga(4f ) is in the center of a nearly idea
570163-1829/98/57~17!/10745~5!/$15.00
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oxygen regular tetrahedron with Ga(4f )-O distance of
1.864~6! Å. The broken lines in the figure represent such
tetrahedron. Since a regular tetrahedron has a local c
symmetry, there cannot be an electric field gradient~EFG! in
its center ~and no quadrupole splitting!. In contrast, one
Ga(4e)-O bond is different from the other three. This si
belongs to the point symmetryD3h and, in principal, will
experience an EFG.

Our echo NMR experiments are performed on SCGOx)
at a constant applied frequencyf app and a varying externa

FIG. 1. The crystal structure of SrCr9Ga3O19. The Cr(12k)
forms akagome´ lattice, and the Cr(4f ) and Cr(2a) form a triangu-
lar lattice. The Ga(4f ) is in the center of an oxygen tetrahedro
~with a local cubic symmetry!, as shown by the broken line. Th
thick solid lines show possible hyperfine paths connecting a Ga
Cr ~see text!.
10 745 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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10 746 57A. KEREN et al.
magnetic fieldHl . The echo amplitude is proportional to th
number of spins for whichf app and Hl obey a resonance
condition. For Ga nuclei which do not experience an EF
e.g., Ga(4f ), all the nuclear transitions (m→m21) obey the
resonance conditionf app}gHl , whereg is the nuclear gyro-
magnetic ratio. On the other hand, in a powder sample, e
transition of Ga nuclei which do sense an EFG, e.g., Ga(4e),
yields a resonance in a wide range of fields, with multip
peaks and steps appearing in the spectrum. The 3/2↔1/2 and
the 21/2↔23/2 transitions give rise to so-called satelli
singularities, and the 1/2↔21/2 transition splits into two
singularities also known as central line singularities.

In Fig. 2 we show two field sweeps of SCGO~1!, obtained
at T5150 K and f app5131.0 MHz: one between 9.74 an
10.3 T ~bottom abscissa! covering the 71Ga line (71g/2p
512.982 MHz/T, 71Q50.112310224 cm2), and the other
between 12.37 and 13.08~top abscissa! covering the69Ga
line (69g/2p510.218 MHz/T, 69Q50.178310224 cm2).
The upper scale is linked to the bottom one by a fac
71g/69g51.270 so that all peaks that overlap correspond
Ga nuclei in a site without quadrupolar effects, therefo
suggesting that the two peaks atHl59.86 and 9.93 T belong
to a Ga in a cubic environment. On the other hand, the pe
of 71Ga atHl59.97 and 10.07 T must be the two central li
singularities of a Ga in a noncubic environment. We la
them 71Ga(4e)1/2,21/2

w050 and 71Ga(4e)1/2,21/2
w05p/2 , respectively,

where the subscript stands for the nuclear transition and
superscript stands for the angle (w0) in the powder average
where a singularity is expected~see below!. This assignment
is supported by Fig. 3, where we depict a field sweep of71Ga
at a temperature of 50 K andf app5131.0 MHz. In these
favorable experimental conditions it is possible to detect
Ga(4e) satellites singularities as emphasized in the low
panel. We label these two singularities71Ga(4e)3/2,1/2

w05p/2 and
71Ga(4e)

21/2,23/2
w05p/2 . Another feature observed in the lowe

panel of Fig. 3 is a shoulder at 9 T. The origin of this sho

FIG. 2. A field sweep of71Ga and69Ga. The top abscissa is
rescale of the bottom one by a factor71g/69g51.27. The closed
~open! symbols represent71Ga (69Ga). The site and transition as
signment of each peak are described in the text. The Ga~sub! line is
assigned to the Ga that substitutes Cr(4f ) sites. The
69Ga(4e)1/2,21/2

w050 is hiding under the69Ga(4f ) peak.
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der is not clear to us at present.
The presence of satellites also implies that71Ga(4e) has

an NQR resonance frequency of;20 MHz and that
69Ga(4e) has an NQR resonance frequency 1.5
(569Q/71Q) larger. Indeed, both resonances are found.
Fig. 4 we display a point by point frequency sweep (Hl
50) at a temperature of 80 K. Here, again, the top and b
tom abscissa represent69Ga and71Ga, respectively, and ar
linked by theQ ratios. The fact that the lines of the tw
isotopes overlap implies that they are determined solely
the quadrupole interaction. The observation of the69Ga
NQR frequency also suggests that the peak atHl510.2 T in
Fig. 2 belongs to the upper field singularity of the69Ga cen-
tral line. It is therefore labeled69Ga(4e)1/2,21/2

w05p/2 . The lower

field singularity which we label69Ga(4e)1/2,21/2
w050 is hiding

below the peak at 12.52 T@Ga(4f ) see below#.
To distinguish between the peaks atHl59.86 and 9.93 T

in Fig. 2, we compare in Fig. 5 a69Ga field sweep atT

FIG. 3. A field sweep of71Ga. The bottom panel emphasizes t
detection of satellite transitions.

FIG. 4. A point by point frequency sweep atHl50 ~NQR!. The
top abscissa is a rescale of the bottom one by a factor69Q/71Q
51.589.
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57 10 74769,71Ga NMR IN THE kagome´ LATTICE COMPOUND . . .
5150 K andf app5131.0 MHz in SCGO~1! with SCGO~2.5!.
Two elements are different between the samples,~i! the peak
at Hl512.61 T grows in intensity with respect to the peak
Hl512.52 T when more Ga atoms are introduced and~ii ! the
shoulder at;12.4 T grows in intensity for increasingx. We
speculate that theHl512.61 T peak, and some underlyin
intensity which contributes to the shoulder, represent all n
stoichiometric gallium. We therefore label the69Ga peak at
Hl512.61 T ~or 71Ga atHl59.93 T! in Fig. 2 as Ga~sub!,
and atHl512.52 T~or 71Ga atHl59.86 T! as Ga(4f ). The
fact that the Ga~sub! peak position is proportional tog sug-
gests that it originates from a Ga atom substituting for Cr
a cubic environment. Therefore, the best candidate~although
not perfect! for this peak is Ga in the Cr(4f ) site. From Fig.
2 it is also clear that the ratio of the linewidths of th
69Ga(4f ) and 71Ga(4f ) scale with the ratio of theirg.
Therefore, the linewidth of the Ga(4f ) is determined by a
distribution of either local fields or hyperfine couplings. F
nally, it should be noted that it is no longer possible to d
tinguish between Ga(4f ) and Ga~sub! below T550 K ~see
Fig. 3!.

We now turn to discuss the possible couplings of Ga(4f ).
The shift of the Ga(4f ) line at T550 K is 0.025(7). This
gallium could not be coupled to its neighboring Cr ions v
dipolar interaction, since the expected dipolar shift
;0.001. Therefore, we must consider the hyperfine option
dominant. There are three possible paths for this coupling~i!
Ga(4f )-Cr(2a), ~ii ! Ga(4f )-O(4f ,12k)-Cr(2a), ~iii !
Ga(4f )-O(4f ,12k)-Cr(12k). Since Ga31 and Cr31 have
filled 3d shells, hybridization between the two requir
roughly 10 eV, and is very unlikely. On the other hand, t
large and negative oxygen ion in the last two bonds~shown
in Fig. 1 by a thick solid line! could create a covalent bridg
connecting the Cr electronic spin with the Ga nucleus.9 The
Ga(4f )-O(4f ,12k)-Cr(2a) bond lengths areRCr 2O51.98
Å, RGa2O51.86 Å, and the bond angle isu5125.32°; for
the Ga(4f )-O(4f ,12k)-Cr(12k) bond these parameters a
RCr 2O52.06 Å,RGa2O51.86 Å, andu5121.36°. The small
difference in the angle and length between these bonds c
lead to a stronger coupling to the Cr(2a), however, the
Ga(4f ) is coupled to 6 Cr(12k) and only 3 Cr(2a), and we

FIG. 5. A field sweep of69Ga in SCGO(x) for different values
of x.
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expect both planes to impact the Ga(4f ) roughly equally.
Next we discuss the nuclear Hamiltonian of Ga(4e). In

the spectrum of the Ga(4e) at T550 K ~Fig. 3! there are
four important field values: two for the central line singula
ties, and two for the satellites singularities. These valu
together with the NQR frequency, constitute a set of fi
known numbers. If we assume that the principal axes of
shift tensor and that of the electric field gradient~EFG! are
colinear then the nuclear spin Hamiltonian contains the sa
number of unknowns. We are therefore in a position to
termine all Hamiltonian parameters from our powder sp
trum. To do so, we write the Hamiltonian in the usual no
tion as

H52hn l I•~ 1̄1K̄ !•Ĥ l1
hnq

6
@3I z

22I 21h~ I x
22I y

2!#,

~1!

wheren l5(g/2p)Hl , Ĥ l is a unit vector in the direction o
the applied field, the principal axes of the shift tensorK̄ are
colinear with the direction of the nuclear spin operatorsI x ,
I y , and I z , nq is the NQR frequency~for h50), and 0<h
<1. In fact, we expecth50 due to the threefold rotation
symmetry of the Ga(4e) site. The signal intensity for a given
m↔m21 nuclear spin transitionPm , is given by

Pm~Hl !}E d@ f app2nm~Hl ,m,w!#dV,

where the polar anglesm5cos(u) andw represent the orien
tation of the field with respect to the principal axes of t
EFG tensor, andnm is the resonance frequency between t
m andm21 energy levels of the Hamiltonian. The full ex
pression fornm(Hl ,m,w), which is usually obtained by a
second order perturbation theory, is too long to be presen
here and we refer the reader to Ref. 10.

A singularity in the spectrum will occur at a field whic
satisfies the equation

f app5nm~Hl ,m0 ,w0! ~2!

for one of the values ofm. The anglesm05cos(u0) andw0
are determined by two conditions:11 ~i! they are simultaneous
solutions of the equations

]nm

]m
50 and

]nm

]w
50, ~3!

and~ii ! they correspond to a saddle point in thenm(Hl ,m,w)
surface, namely,

D[S F ]2nm

]m]w G2

2F ]2nm

]m2 GF ]2nm

]w2 G D
m5m0,w5w0

.0. ~4!

In Table I we present for each transition (m↔m21) a
(m0 ,w0) pair which solves Eqs.~3!, and the resulting form
of the resonance condition@Eq. ~2!#. The shift valuesKx ,
Ky , andKz are assumed to be in the direction of the qua
rupole principal axes. Also shown are the fieldsHl in which
the peaks were found experimentally. It should be poin
out that the values of the Ga(4e) 1/2↔21/2 peak position
do not change within experimental accuracy when
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TABLE I. The equations relating the applied frequency to external field at which a peak is found in a powder average of a spin
relevantm0 andw0 ~see text!. Hl is the field where each peak was found experimentally atT550 K ~see Fig. 3!.

Transition m05 w05 f app5131.0 MHz5 Hl ~T!

3/2↔1/2 0 p/2 1
2nq~12h!1~11Kx!nl

9.282

1/2↔21/2 0 0 nq
2

48n l
~926h1h2!1~11Ky!n l

10.012

1/2↔21/2 A8n l
2(Kx2Kz)1nq

2(1528h1h2)

3(32h)2nq
2

p/2
2

nq
2

3nl
~12h!2

2Kx~h22!1Kz~h25!13~h23!

3~32h!
nl

2
4~Kx2Kz!

2nl
3

3nq
2~h23!2

10.110

21/2↔23/2 0 p/2 2
1
2nq~12h!1~11Kx!nl

10.827
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Ga(4f ) peak is fitted to a Lorentzian and subtracted from
data. To these four equations we must add the N
relations12 ~at T550 K! f app520.65(30) MHz
5nqA11h2/3. This gives five equations with five un
knowns. The only physical solution (nq.0 and 0<h<1) of
these equations which also obeysD.0 is Kx50.0035(10),
Ky50.0035(10), Kz50.0085(10), nq520.5(3), and h
50.050(35). The errors are governed mostly by the width
the NQR line.

However, for each value ofm there is more than one pa
(m0 ,w0) which obeys Eqs.~3!. When trying to find the
Hamiltonian parameters for all other possible pairs we fi
that they do not produce physical solutions or do not ob
D.0 as required in Eq.~4!. Thus, under the colinearity as
sumption for the principal axes, the parameters given ab
are unique. Moreover, the small value found forh is in
agreement with our expectation. We also perform a con
tency test by calculating the position of the step expec
from the 1/2↔21/2 transition atum0u51 andT5150 K. We

FIG. 6. A field sweep of69Ga at different temperatures.
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predict it to be atH l59.99 T. Experimentally this step i
found at 10.00 T as shown in Fig. 2 and is therefore labe
71Ga(4e)1/2,21/2

um0u51 .
Finally, our analysis shows that the Ga(4e) has a smaller

shift than that of Ga(4f ) but it is still strong enough to be
governed by hyperfine coupling. In fact, even the anisotro
in the shift could not be explained by dipolar coupling. Sin
Ga(4e) is very close to the triangular layers it must b
coupled mostly to it via the Ga(4e)-O(6h)-Cr(4f ) path
~shown in Fig. 1 by a thick solid line!. The bond parameter
areRCr 2O52.00 Å, RGa2O51.83 Å, andu5143.36. These
parameters are very close to those of the Ga(4f )-O(4f ,12k)-
Cr(12k) bond and the Ga(4e) should have roughly the sam
coupling strength to a Cr on the triangular plane as Ga(f )
to a Cr on thekagome´ plane.

This result allows us to probe the spin dynamics in t
kagome´ and triangular planes separately, as we shall sh
thoroughly in a forthcoming paper. For example, we c
follow the temperature dependence of the Ga(4f ) spectra. In
Fig. 6 we depict field scans atf app563.125 MHz and tem-
peratures of 20 and 10 K. At this applied frequency, t
69Ga(4f ) peak is in between the69Ga(4e)1/2,21/2

w050
~which

was hiding in Fig. 2! and the 69Ga(4e)1/2,21/2
w05p/2 peaks. The

intensity is calibrated so that the69Ga1/2,21/2
w05p/2 satellite has the

same intensity~corrected by temperature effects! for both
lines. It is clear from this figure that as the temperature
creases, the69Ga(4f ) line broadens~and loses intensity7!
much more than that of69Ga(4e). This, in fact, is a well-
known NMR phenomenon near a phase transition of
spin-glass type8 and, indeed, in SCGO a spin-glass-lik
phase transition is observed atTf53.5 K ~Ref. 2! by suscep-
tibility measurements. Therefore, it seems that at temp
tures where the Ga(4e) is not yet experiencing slowing
down of the spin fluctuations, the Ga(4f ) does. Thus any
freezing occurs first on thekagome´ plane. This example
demonstrates that the different planes in SCGO can
probed separately with Ga NMR.

We would like to thank M. Eremin, H. Alloul, and C
Berthier for helpful discussion, and LCMI for the use of th
high magnetic field facility and kind hospitality.
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